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Martin Tindall, Kronos Limited is a highly experienced business development executive. Kronos
Limited was established to facilitate, incubate, finance and deliver planned execution of projects and
partnerships in areas of ecological and energy projects, multiple land use development and
technological and financial platforms. The company identifies business opportunities where the
incubation and advancement of that enterprise which can deliver multidimensional returns to key
stake holders. These multidimensional returns are synergistic leverage, positive impact on the
environment and the people, and deliver profits for the project partners. Martin Tindall of Kronos
Limited develops and incubates subsidiaries, projects and partnerships including South Pacific
BioFuels, World Property Company, EB-5 Assist, ECO2 Forests, Go REX Go, Breakas Resorts and
Voice of North America. The company focuses on the areas relating to green land and technology to
achieve boundless results.

Martin Tindall at ECO2 Forests works for the development of Global Forestry Plan to create various
plantations targeted at the rehabilitation of deforested land and afforestation of previously barren
land. ECO2 Forests is a progressive forestation company focused on sustainable reforestation,
afforestation and avoided deforestation projects for generation of sustainable timber and carbon
credits to global markets. Martin Tindall, Colorado is working on projects to make a difference in
lives of many such as producing Biofuels to generate alternate energy, new forestry for carbon
credits and sustainable lumber and lots more. His interest lies in eco sustainability and projects that
have a positive environmental and economic impact. His specialties include Imagineering, people
productivity, system process development and implementation, new business development,
business scoping, financial management, contract negotiation, software design, advanced computer
operations, product engineering and innovative design of new concepts. Find out more about Martin
Tindall and Kronos Limited, by browsing through http://www.kronoslimited.com.
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Denis Tyler is an avid writer. He has written many popular articles. He also does research work for
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